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Controllers’ Drowsiness Using Facial Features 
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x18132260  
 

 

Abstract 

 

With the increase in globalization, there is a rise in the frequency of airplanes activities and air traffic 

request causing immense financial profits to the air carrier. To maintain the same progression, it is 

necessary to consider the safety of passengers that require highly skilled Air Traffic Controller who 

can clearly communicate with the pilots and sustain the safety of crew and passengers. Also, working 

as an ATC (Air Traffic Controller) involves extreme pressure due to the safety of passengers and over 

load of work which leads to drowsiness and fatigue among the staff affecting the quality of work and 

endangering the life of travellers. This study intends to design a drowsiness detection model to 

overcome the above issue by using numerous modeling techniques like Convolutional Neural 

Network, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor and some ensemble techniques like XGBoost 

and Random Forest which can detect and classify facial features like Closed eyes, Yawning and Open 

eyes of an ATC. Two different models: Baseline and Tuned/Improved model after hyperparameter 

tuning are designed to improve the performance of an baseline algorithm and finally, these techniques 

are assessed on the basis of performance measures like Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Score on 

the dataset used in this study and, it is observed that Convolutional Neural Network has outperformed 

other machine learning models and obtained an accuracy of 98.6% without overfitting. 

 

Keywords: Drowsiness Detection System, Aviation, Convolutional Neural Network, Hyperparameter 

Tuning 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 

The aviation industry, one of the most regulated businesses in the world, is an incessant 

industry which is subjected to supervisory decisions in the area of safety and security. ATC 

(Air Traffic Controller) has a vital role to play in averting the collisions among aircrafts, 

maintaining strategic air traffic flows and supplying pilots with important information for 

safe flight landings and take offs (Moon, Yoo and Choi, 2011). Also, it is the airplane 

controllers who secure several activities of airplane and they get drowsy, tired and more 

susceptible to stress due to the intricacy of job (Vogt et al., 2004). 
 

Numerous sophisticated drowsiness detection systems are designed for top-notch cars to alert 

the sleepy driver using sensors. Also, the possibility of designing a model which can detect 

sleepiness and avert dangerous accidents with a decent accuracy is there by utilizing the 

cutting edge technologies like data mining, machine learning and deep learning. This research 

revolves around securing the innocent lives of aircraft crews and passengers by keeping a 

track of sleepiness of Air Traffic Controllers by designing a cost-effective model to detect 

sleepiness of Controller using machine learning algorithms. In addition, the drowsiness 

detection system will have significant effects on the well-being of airplane passengers and 

aircrew as it will dodge aviation disasters and also increases accountability and concentration 

of ATC towards their job. 
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The Air Traffic staffs continuously work late nights, on weekends and holidays without 

regular break from the job. As per Vogt et al. (2004), blend of extensive job hours, high 

amount of work and great responsibility for safety makes aviation controllers a distressing 

and demanding profession. As a result, ATC feel drowsy, sluggish and often loses focus on 

workstation screen resulting in decline in communication level causing a possibility of 

change of information moved to pilots while important airplane activities which prompts 

calamitous effects. Also, according to the study conducted by NTSC (National Transportation 

Safety Board), in the midnight shifts, 60% of controllers felt somnolence and lack of focus. In 

addition, multitude of concerns about collisions and near-misses due to drowsiness of ATC 

(Air Traffic Controller) has been posed in the past; including the four close misses that 

occurred in the United States and an instance of a fatal air crash in Kentucky due to the loss 

of air traffic controller’s situational alertness. Chunks of these issues happened because of 

extensive work load and overtime of representatives initiating lack of sleep and exhaustion 

(Monk, 2007). Furthermore, it is evident that sleepiness and fatigue causes diminished 

performance and concentration at work which appears to pose a peril to the safety of the 

travellers and it needs to be addressed which needs a few countermeasures. 

 

 

                                        
             (a) Yawning                               (b) Open Eyes                           (c) Closed Eyes 

Figure 1: Three different classes used in the study to detect drowsiness of an Individual 

 

The main goal of this project is to find solution to this research question: 

 

“How can several modeling techniques (SVM, KNN, Random Forest, XGBoost and 

Convolutional Neural Networks) can be used to perform multi-label image classification of 

some facial characteristics for detection of an Air Traffic Controls’ drowsiness which can 

prevent catastrophic airplane accidents and near-misses?” 

 

This inquiry of research question looks to save various lives by averting aircraft glitches and 

accidents due to somnolence and absence of thought of Air Traffic Controllers. For solving 

this problem, a well-designed model is created which is specified in section 5 that involves 

the use of many classification models to correctly identify sleepiness by considering facial 

features like closed eyes, yawning and open eyes as represented in Figure 1 with a decent 

accuracy. 

 

To solve the above research question, facial attributes like eyes and mouth are considered for 

solving the problem. All the image datasets are divided into training and testing ratio before 

image pre-processing where several techniques like rescaling, rotation, brightness and canny 

edge detection are applied to improve the performance of the model and further avoid the 

over-fitting problem. Following this, several classification algorithms like Convolutional 

Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, K-nearest neighbor, XGBoost and Random Forest 
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are designed on the pre-processed training images before applying the models on the 

validation dataset.  

 

This study elucidates the different parts of the research project including the literature review 

in Section 2 followed by the steps required to execute the project in the form of Methodology 

described section 3. Also, a well-designed architecture is presented in section 4 which clearly 

describes the structural design of this research project. In addition, Implementation of the 

image pre-processing and application of classification techniques on the project are described 

in section 5. Furthermore, all the modeling techniques are evaluated in the form performance 

measure in section 6 followed by the critical analysis of the observations in the section 7 and 

8. 

 

2 Related Work 
 

Several studies have been carried out to detect sleepiness of a person (especially drivers) 

using numerous machine/deep learning and face recognition techniques and a few of these 

highly effective solutions were never used in the aviation industry which is a critical area. 

 

This subsection includes critical analysis of methods used in all the research papers studied to 

detect drowsiness using several classification models. 

2.1 Classification Techniques to detect drowsiness 
 

According to Alioua, Amine and Rziza (2014), 98% accuracy has been observed while 

detecting yawning to check the sleepiness and fatigue of a driver. They have realized the pros 

of SVM and thus, used it in the initial stage for the face detection followed by gradient edge 

detector to successfully detect mouth region and eliminate other facial characteristics. Lastly, 

a large amount of sequential frames were observed to identify an open mouth using CHT 

(Circular Hough Transform) technique. In another study, Fan, Yin and Sun (2007) have 

extracted 400 images from 20 videos for detection of yawning in individuals. Gravity-Center 

template is used for the face detection stage as it saves impressive sum of time in detection of 

human faces in rotated images. Grey projections is implemented for the identification of left 

and right corners of mouth whose change in texture is later extracted by Gabor wavelets 

technique. They have considered LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) for feature 

classification to accurately identify yawning, but Gabor coefficients seemed to be more 

robust and efficient as there is an improvement of 20% in the classification rate.  

 

Besides detecting driver drowsiness, some researchers have also contributed to forecast 

sleepy state time of the individuals like Jacobé de Naurois et al. (2019) who predicted the 

time needed to reach a state of sleepiness and identified the drowsiness of a person. Two 

Artificial Network models have been used to detect somnolence every 60 seconds and 

forecast the necessary time required to achieve a moderate level of sleepiness in every 

minute. It was observed that behavioral features like eye closure and gaze are more efficient 

than physiological dataset in identifying drowsiness which can be detected by using ANN. 

Eye-blinking frequency is an important characteristic for sleep detection which is used as a 

primary characteristic by Picot, Charbonnier and Caplier (2010). They have done deep 

analysis on blinking rate by capturing 60 hours of videos from 20 drivers. Also, 

quantification of drowsiness is designed on a scale of 0-4 with 4 being the somnolence phase 

on the basis of features like eye blinking rate and percentage of eye closure. For the above-

mentioned attributes, different features were set like percentage when at least 80% of eyes are 
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closed is used along with Eye blinking rate. They observed an accuracy of 81.7% by using 

fuzzy fusion which is slightly better than that of individuals’ features. 

 

A few investigators like Vural et al. (2007) gave more attention to the combined results of 

facial attributes such as yawning and blinking rates of both eyes by using numerous machine 

learning models. Boosting techniques were performed initially to identify both the face and 

eyes in real time. Scaling is done on detected faces to 96 X 96 pixels and further transmitted 

the scaled faces to Gabor Filters with a normalized output and finally sent to the Support 

Vector Machine which outputs a facial feature on a continuous scale. Also, they have used 

classifiers like Adaboost and MLR (Multinomial Ridge Regression) which takes the facial 

attributes as inputs. It is clearly noticed that MLR performs better than Adaboost by 

achieving overall accuracy of 94%. Ngxande, Tapamo and Burke (2018) have added eye 

closure analysis to the features used by Vural et al. (2007) like frequency of blinking and 

yawning to identify driver’s somnolence . They have trained large set of images before using 

classification techniques like Support Vector Machine, Convolutional Network and Hidden 

Markov Model to categorise each class and beep an alarm if the driver is sleeping. Finally, a 

Meta-analysis is performed by them on several papers to check the performance in terms of 

accuracy of various models and it is observed that CNN performs better than both HMM and 

SVM, but SVM is a model which is usually used. 

 

Lin et al. (2013) used numerous data mining models to check the sleepiness of train drivers. 

Out of all the facial detection techniques available, they have performed Adaboost as it can 

be used in any weather settings and is highly efficient in night mode. Moreover, Haar 

classifier is chosen to execute AdaBoost technique and a general eye pattern is considered for 

identifying the eyes. Following these steps, a time difference is applied on the frames taken 

from video to locate the eye position. They have used PERCLOS for the eye closure rate that 

shows 81% accuracy on drivers wearing spectacles. Introduction of deep learning has 

improved the image classification and computer vision fields by giving high performing 

algorithms like Convolutional Neural Network which is performed on the video input by 

Dwivedi, Biswaranjan and Sethi (2014) for accurate classification. The system initiates the 

process by extracting frames from videos which is fed to Voila and Jones algorithm for 

detecting faces. Resizing of the faces is set to 48 X 48 before its normalization. In addition, 

Neural Network takes these input normalized images and outputs the extracted features via 

Hidden layer. A softmax layer is used at the end of the network to correctly classify the 

attributes and it is noticed that Neural Network performed exceptionally well on the testing 

images with an accuracy of 92%. 

 

A few investigations were focused on the combination of pupil detection and other facial 

attributes. Azim et al. (2009) performed similar study by using features like yawning and 

pupil identification and performing Support Vector Machine as a classifier. Firstly, they have 

performed Voila and Jonas technique to accurately detect faces and seeking the bright blobs 

to locate eyes due to its cost-effectiveness. Also, a mouth is detected which is given to Fuzzy 

c-means classifier to provide the segmentation of the lips followed by its detection using 

eccentricity analysis which is 1 when it is actually lips. In addition, SVM model is employed 

which receives the width to height ratios of the images and beeps an alarm if closed eyes are 

detected. Results from the investigation suggest that SVM is able to correctly detect the 

drowsiness of drivers with a high accuracy of 92%. As a part of their future scope, the system 

should identify the pupils for the individuals wearing glasses and correctly detect yawning 

when a person puts a hand on the mouth. This gap is addressed by Assari and Rahmati (2011) 

who have used characteristics like eyes and mouth to check the sleepiness of drivers wearing 
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spectacles. Face detection is performed on the input frame by accurate identification of 

background image which is later subtracted from the image to classify the faces. To locate 

eyes and eyebrows, Horizontal projection approach is performed and template matching is 

used to detect mouth. They have detected sleepiness by taking the vertical coordinates of the 

extracted characteristics which issues a warning message if there is a change in these facial 

attributes due to drowsiness. 

 

A non-intrusive methodology is employed by García et al. (2012) to identify the drowsiness 

by using the field of computer vision. The have initiated the process by doing face detection 

by using Viola and Jonas to locate faces and used kalman filter to detect eyes. For each eye, 

ROI is calculated and some image pre-processing is done like morphologic transformation is 

done to completely eliminate the high intensity object. They have used PERCLOS for 

detecting eye closure having integral projections to calculate the center of IRIS. Results 

showed that this system has achieved a sensitivity of 92% and specifity close to 80%.  

2.2 Machine learning models for image classification 
 

Due to high dimensionality of data, it becomes difficult for the algorithms to deal with 

content based image classification. To deal with high dimensionality, Agrawal et al. (2011) 

have used Support Vector Machine and trained 500 images which is divided into four classes 

i.e. Car, Fire, Lion and Elephant that are further compared with one another on 6 histogram 

levels.  Also, 3 different versions of SVM were considered like OAO (One Against One), 

OAO (One against All) and DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) SVM for numerous color spaces 

by keeping fixed histogram level of 10 were considered. They have considered color image 

histograms due to better performance and insentivity to translations and rotations. Finally, 

desired results were obtained in the form of accuracy for different levels of histograms and 

several color spaces. Saradadevi (2008) designed a system to detect fatigue of driver using 

Support Vector Machine. Initially, they have converted videos into images where 10 normal 

frames and 10 yawning frames were taken from each video. Following this, mouth is located 

from the collected frames using Viola Jonas technique due to its higher performance over 

other models followed by training of several images consisting of yawning and normal 

frames on the SVM classifier which gives a decent accuracy of 81% for yawning and 86% of 

normal faces. 

 

Velasco-forero, Member and Manian (2009) have used K-nearest Neighbor for accurate 

classification of remote sensing images due to simplicity in execution and excellent 

performance. They have collected large data of remote sensing image and using the concept 

of image segmentation and have obtained the required image objects. Also, three different 

versions of KNN which are original KNN, clipping KNN and improved KNN are applied on 

the dataset to classify the sample points which is compared with one another after the 

successful implementation. It is found that the improved KNN model outperformed the other 

two models by achieving higher accuracy  

 

2.3 Critical Analysis & Limitations of literature review 

 

After the extensive review of all the journals and conference papers, a few challenges were 

encountered while checking the sleepiness of a driver by classifying facial characteristics. 

Fan, Yin and Sun (2007) used a single facial attribute to detect the somnolence of the drivers 

which should not be considering keeping other features into consideration. Also, Nur et al. 
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(2017) failed to include the lighting conditions in the designed model to calculate the duration 

of closed eyes which is an important environment settings in ATC Tower. Moreover, 

ethnicities of people and use of spectacles were not taken into consideration in some of the 

research papers. So, it becomes extremely important to consider lightning conditions, diverse 

angles, several nationalities and both genders when using this concept on Air Traffic 

Controller which is done in the designed model. 

 

These issues and gaps are solved using this study which can identify drowsiness of an ATC 

by detecting behavioral characteristics like Closed eyes, open mouth while yawning and also 

differentiating between open and closed eyes using multi-label image classification through 

highly efficient classification models. The system is trained on diverse image data set with 

both the genders, people wearing glasses, individuals of different ethnicities through many 

angles in several environment conditions like Lightning settings in ATC Tower. 
 

3 Research Methodology 
 

For this study, numerous methodologies are compared to be used on the image dataset to 

solve the business problem. Also, after doing the broad literature review, many authors have 

done their research utilizing different machine learning techniques and CRISP-DM (Cross-

Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) is considered after doing broad investigation of 

those conference papers and journals. 

 

CRISM-DM provides a organized blueprint to implement a data mining project that has six 

vital phase as shown in Figure 2 like gathering data; comprehending data, exploratory data 

analysis, designing modeling techniques and finally, its deployment. (Palacios et al., 2017) 

 

There are six stages of CRISP-DM projects which are as follows: 

3.1 Business Understanding  
 

It is the first stage that gives a clear comprehension of the objectives to be accomplished from 

a business perspective. In addition, It incorporates evaluating the present situation and 

gathering resources needed to arrive at a business objective.  As per the research question 

mentioned in section 1, the business aim is to plan an economical model which can identify 

sleepiness of an Air Traffic Controller in the aviation business using image classification 

models. Executing this cost-effective model will offer assistance to capture the drowsiness 

and inattentiveness of an Air Traffic Controller which will escape disastrous mishaps and 

plane crashes thereby sparing numerous innocent lives. 

3.2 Data Understanding 
 

This is the second phase of the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-

DM) which involves collection of data and checking if it is complete and aligned with the 

business requirements specified in 1 by confirming the quality of data. Two datasets are used 

for the project: 

 

Closed eye dataset: Originally extracted from CEW (Closed Eye in the Wild) Database, it 

contains around 1189 images of people from different ethnicities with closed eyes and 
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different environmental conditions like blur and lighting which are acquired from 

https://faithfull.me/blinks-dataset/. 

Yawning video dataset: It includes 2 datasets in video format which are collected from 

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~shervin/yawning/. 

Both the datasets includes male and female participants from different ethnicities, with and 

without glasses who are talking/singing and yawning while driving the car. It contains 322 

Recordings of diverse volunteers with several facial attributes like talking and yawning on 

the driver seat of a car. Besides that, 29 videos of both male and female yawning and talking 

with and without glasses with different ethnicities while driving using a different angle of the 

camera.  

These videos are converted into frames and divided into two classes of yawning and open 

eyes. Almost 1222 frames of closed eyes and 1479 images of yawning faces are extracted 

from the videos. 

 
Figure 2: CRISP-DM Architecture 

Closed eye dataset consisting of around 1200 facial images in non-uniform size and jpg 

format of many volunteers having closed eyes with many surrounding conditions like 

lightings and occlusion. In addition, yawning dataset comprising of 640X480 of 351 videos 

in avi format of 5 Gigabytes size presenting various facial expressions while talking, singing 

and yawning, with and without glasses, different Lighting conditions and nationalities. 

3.3 Data Preparation  
 

Data Preparation is the most vital phase of CRISP methodology which requires additional 

time and consideration to details within the timeline of the research project. Data selection is 

an integral fragment of data preparation phase which has shown the presence of many 

https://faithfull.me/blinks-dataset/
http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~shervin/yawning/
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features in both yawning and closed eye datasets, but some highlights like Facial hair will not 

be taken into attention keeping the research question in consideration. 

Image pre-processing is a crucial step which consists of preparing the images to be modeling 

techniques. It involves many concepts like Image Augmentation represented in Figure 3 

which is done on the dataset before the implementation of a particular model. It includes 

rescaling to maintain uniformity where all the images/frame captured from both closed eyes 

and yawning video dataset are set to a base size, rotation of all the frames to a default angle 

of 90 degree, increased brightness to include the images having high intensity of light and 

edge detection to closely observe the edge of mouth and eyes. 

       

   

        Figure 3: Pre-processed image using different transformations 

3.4 Modeling  

Modeling is fundamental step in CRISP methodology which includes creation of machine 

and deep learning models and its application on testing image data. There are 4 different 

classification models presented below which are applied on the testing image dataset: 

3.4.1 Convolutional Neural Network 
 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a highly efficient technique in deep learning that 

accepts an input image; converts it into low dimensional feature map followed by pooling to 

further lowering the pixels in the image and flattening to reduce the feature map in a single 

vector which is the input to a Neural Network. Also, each Neuron in the hidden layer has 

attached weights to differentiate objects in the learning images to classify them from one 

other.  

Moreover, these powerful networks are able to acquire important features with adequate 

training of the dataset unlike other basic methods which requires manual effort. CNN is an 

efficient technique which is capable of extracting numerous facial characteristics from an 

input image without performing much pre-processing with high accuracy. Being a 
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computationally effective model, it has outperformed other highly performing algorithms like 

SVM classifiers and Deep Neural Networks in visual-related area. (Akar and Güngör, 2015) 

3.4.2 Support Vector Machines 

 

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classification model that works on linear and non- 

linear data and is popularly used for image classification due to its high performance. In SVM, 

the plane is divided into two portions by a separating hyper plane and each category lies on the 

either side of the plane. The closest values to the hyper plane are known as support vectors 

which maximizes the distance between the support vectors and hyper plane.  

 

It is heavily used by the researchers in their research for image classification problems as it 

avoids over-fitting and yields a good performance over other traditional models. Due to its 

high performance, it can also work well with high dimensional data (Thai, Hai and Thuy, 

2012). 

3.4.3 K-Nearest Neighbor  
 

KNN is a machine learning and non- parametric technique which consists of training data i.e. 

it simply learns from the labelled training set and predicts the output class with the majority in 

the K-nearest neighbours calculated using Euclidean distance. Also, no data points are 

required and this makes training stage faster but somehow slows down the testing of images as 

it takes more time and requires more memory for capturing the training data. It is a method for 

classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space when there is no 

information about the distribution of data (Akar and Güngör, 2015) 

Each data point is classified corresponding to the neighbouring sample and which can be 

forecasted by taking the classes of surrounding data points. Given an unknown sample and a 

training set, all the distances between the unknown sample and all the samples in the training 

set can be computed. The distance with the smallest value corresponds to the sample in the 

training set closest to the unknown sample. KNN works effectively well on multi modal 

classification problems as its decision is based on the neighbourhood of same objects and thus, 

the technique produces good accuracy if target class has many categories (Kim et al., 2012). 

3.4.4 Random Forest  
 

Decision Trees classifier is considered to be a decent technique for both regression and 

classification problems but it is vulnerable to many issues like lack of generalization and 

over-fitting. 

To mitigate these problems, Random Forest is considered which is a robust ensemble 

technique involving randomly selection of  samples for training decision trees from the 

training set, calculating the performance of every learning tree and merging the results from 

the all the decision trees into a single output category by using the voting principle. Also, It 

has been shown that Random Forests results in lower testing errors than the conventional 
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decision trees (Yin et al., 2007) and shows comparable performance with high computational 

efficiency against SVMs in classification problems (Schroff, Criminisi and Zisserman, 2008). 

 

It is one of the mostly used technique as it solves the over fitting problems and prevents 

pruning of trees as it cancels the biases by taking the average of all the predictions or majority 

voting. In addition, due to its capability of automatic detection of outliers, it generates results 

with higher performance and accuracy. 

3.4.5 XGBoost 
 

XGBoost is an ensemble technique which uses the principle of boosting and the gradient 

boosting (GBM) framework. It is developed to show improved performance of boosting 

techniques and consists of multitude of decision trees designed in a sequential order with 

diverse weights are given to each feature before feeding them to trees where misclassified 

features are given higher weights and the one corrected predicted is assigned lower weight. 

Wrongly forecasted weights from the first tree is fed to another in sequence and all of these 

classifiers merged together to give accurate observations.  

XGBoost is a faster method due to the high power of parallel computing and it can use large 

datasets with least number of resources. Also, it handles sparse data using a tree learning 

technique and performance can further be improved using hyper parameter tuning.  

3.5 Evaluation 

Evaluation phase involves evaluating the five designed machine/deep models in the form of 

different performance metrics like Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 score. After the 

assessment and comparison of the machine/deep models specified in section 6, the results are 

verified to confirm if the business requirements are met and findings are summarised. Finally, 

the model that has outperformed other algorithms at a specified gets approval. Process 

reviewing involve list of steps to be taken to get an detailed look of all the tasks which are 

carried out in the implementation of the project to check for any missing part which can be 

considered as a part of Quality Assurance.  

 

Overall, Four performance measures like Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 score are 

considered for the research project. These measures are calculated and compared with one 

another to assess the performance of classification models. 
 

 

4 Design Specification 
 

A well designed architecture is created to implement the study which can solve the research 

question mentioned in section 1 by carrying out tasks specified in objectives mentioned in 

section 1 by using economical models and algorithms.  

 

As per Figure 4, the system will work from initial loading of dataset followed by conversion 

of videos (avi format) into frames in jpg format and then combining both the image datasets 

into a merged folder containing 3890 images of individuals with closed and opened eyes 
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along with yawning faces. As the data is collected from multiple sources, it is messy and non-

uniform and needs to be standardized before using it in learning models. 

 

. 

Figure 4: Designed Architecture of Drowsiness Detection system 

 

Image Pre-processing needs to be done before dividing the dataset into training and testing 

set to get an improved performance of the algorithms and thus, avoiding overfitting problem. 

It includes rescaling the images to a non-uniform size which leads to an identical height and 

width. In addition, another popular image pre-processing technique, Data augmentation, is 

used in the dataset to augment the images to reduce the problem of over fitting by creating 

multiple versions of same image with some amendments like Scaling, Rotating/Flipping, 

Blurring and Brightness. 

 

After the successful data preparation by using image pre-processing, the merged dataset is 

divided into the ratio of 75 Training and 25 Testing as it is the standard splitting proportion 

used in data mining projects. Many studies have been done to check for the usage of 

classification techniques for the dataset and after the extensive literature review, models like 

CNN, SVM, KNN and ensemble techniques like Random Forest and XGBoost are considered 

for this study.  The above mentioned models are designed on the training dataset of 2917 

images and finally it is tested on the 972 testing images after successful creation of the 

models. Following this, it is necessary to assess the performance of each algorithm by using 

performance measures like specified in Evaluation stage in section 3.5. Finally, the results are 

obtained and presented in the form of captivating visualizations to conclude the best model 

among all to be used on the dataset. 
 

5 Implementation 
 

Data captured from Yawning dataset is a video in avi format which is first converted into 

frames using openCV library and then merged with closed eye dataset into a single repository 

that is then ready for image Pre-processing.  All the pre-processed images are added into the 

data frame to increase the dataset and improve the performance by learning images having 

different angles, diverse size, and blurring, flipped and high brightness. This will further 

avoid the overfitting problem in the image dataset. 
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5.1 Image Pre-Processing 
 

The closed eye dataset contains 1189 images with varying size and color space, 1479 

yawning face images and 1222 images with open eyes. These images are converted into a 

numpy array which is the used by the algorithms to design models. Before this, Image 

augmentation is done as part of pre-processing on the dataset using many steps which are as 

follows: 

5.1.1 Rescaling 

 

Due to the non-uniformity of images, the system was not able to perform well as it got less 

accurate results and hence, it requires scaling to make each frame to be uniform in terms of 

base size. In this study, 3890 images were utilized with distorted sizes which is scaled to 20 x 

20 size using resize() function of openCV library. Out of all interpolation methods, 

cv2.INTER_AREA is performed for zooming as both the width and height are even numbers 

and used imshow() function of matplotlib library to plot the changed visualizations. 

5.1.2 Translation 

 

Translation is the technique which is used to shift the location of object in the image using 

geometric transformation that changes the location of an object to a new position in the 

resultant image. Translation is represented in terms of transformation Matrix which is taken 

into numpy array before passing it to warpAffine() function in OpenCV to change the position 

of the object.  

5.1.3 Rotation 

 

This transformation is responsible for rotating images in either clockwise or anti-clockwise 

direction. For rotating the images at a specified angle, a transformation matrix is used by 

getRotationMatrix2D() and further it is fed into warpAffine() function to get the rotated 

image. 

5.1.4 Exposure and Blurring 

 

All the Images are filtered to remove the unwanted noise, blurring the image and increasing 

the exposure and intensity. Blurring and whitening is achieved for excluding the high 

frequency and increase the overall brightness of an image respectively where Gaussian 

Filtering is used to blur the images and adjust_gamma() function is used to increase the 

exposure of the image. 

5.1.5 Edge Detection: 

 

Canny edge detector is multi-stage edge detection technique used for clear detection of edges. 

As it is vulnerable to noises, we have applied Gaussian filters are applied to remove the 

noises followed by finding the magnitude of intensity gradient and thresholding to 
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differentiate the edges in the image. All the above steps are included in a single canny() 

function which clearly represents edges from an input image. 

5.2 Classification Models 
 

For this study, several research papers were investigated to choose the best fitted models for 

the dataset used in the study and numerous machine learning and ensemble techniques along 

with deep learning algorithm were performed on the dataset which is divided into 75%-25% 

training and testing ratio to solve the research objectives. Five classification techniques such 

as CNN, SVM, KNN, Random Forest and XGBoost are used where two models; baseline and 

tuned model are made on the four machine learning techniques and the later one is designed 

after doing hyperparameter tuning to improve the performance over the baseline model.  

5.2.1 Convolutional Neural Network 

 

Before images are fed to the Convolutional Neural Network, a separate pre-processing is done 

through data augmentation in which images are rotated by 90 degree, zoomed, translated and 

flipped. This is done to avoid over-fitting by training the increased number of images.  

 

Convolutional layer is used to decrease the size of image by preserving the vital features of 

the training images which is done by performing ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation 

function is considered for the convolutional layer having 32 feature maps and a small filter 

size of (3, 3) which reduces the size of image. A Convolutional layer is followed by a pooling 

layer of size 2x2 where max pooling is used to reduce down sampling and preserve all the 

relevant features in a reduce sized image without the loss of information which further 

prevents over-fitting. Also, it helped to correctly identify the features in manipulated images 

like rotation, translation and blurring. In addition, a dropout layer is used after the pooling 

layer with a rate of 0.3. To reduce the 3 dimensional data to 1 dimension, flattening is used 

which ensured the pooled features are mapped into a single vector representing all the vital 

features which is later fed into Artificial Neural Network as an input. Also, a drop layer is 

applied with 15% of rate to regularize the model followed by a softmax layer to standardize 

the output on a scale of 0-1. Finally, a compiler block is applied with loss function as cross 

entropy for the output having three classes. Finally, the above model is then trained on the 

training data by using an epoch of 50 and 32 images are used as batch sizes to be fed into the 

network. It was observed that after both forward and backward propagation of the network 

for 20 times, its error late has reduced and accuracy has increased. 

5.2.2 SVM (Support Vector Machine) 
 

Support Vector Machine is implemented on the training datasets after the successful image 

pre-processing and division of dataset into training and testing data. Initially, an SVM 

classifier is built using sklearn python library by setting C=1.  The baseline modeling initiates 

by training on the pre-processed training data points which is observed to have a decent 

accuracy as represented in the following section 6. Also, Hyper-parameter tuning is done to 

design a tuned model by finding the best parameters in the algorithm using GridSearchCV 

function which has improved the performance of the technique by giving an optimized value 

of gamma and Cost. The tuned model is trained on the learning images using the extracted 

values of gamma and Cost which improves the performance of the model. 
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5.2.3 K-Nearest Neighbor 

 

After the availability of training data points, a baseline KNN classifier is designed with 

number of neighbors set to 10 which is then fitted on the learning data. It is observed that all 

the testing images were tested one by one using k = 10 and the algorithm performed well on 

the dataset by achieving an excellent accuracy specified in section 6.1. Keeping hyper 

parameter tuning into consideration, different values of k are used to check the optimal value 

which optimised the model and its prediction rate by finding an ideal value of K and weights 

to be used. 

5.2.4 Random Forest 

Random Forest is considered for this research due to its robustness, reliability, improved 

performance and its ability to avoid over-fitting. After taking the pre-processed learning 

images as input, the processing of Random Forest technique by using the function 

RandomForestClassfier to design a base model having maximum depth of 3 and minmum 

samples split of 2 is available in ensemble package of sklearn library. It has shown a good 

performance which later on improved further after tuning the model by optimising the value of 

maximum depth, maximum features and minimum sample split using GridSearchCV function. 

5.2.5 XGBoost 

XGBoost is considered to be one of the models to be used in the project due its high 

computational efficiency as it uses distributed processing of the large datasets. The steps 

starts from creation of XGBoost model with learning rate is set to 0.05 on the training data 

using XGBClassfier function and its validation on the remaining testing set to calculate the 

performance which is later observed to have an very high accuracy and F1 score. To optimise 

it further using the concept of hyper parameter tuning, an optimized value of gamma and 

learning rate is extracted by using Grid search. Following this, its performance showed a 

jump in terms of accuracy, precision and F1 Score. 

 

6 Evaluation 
 

This study has 3980 images of people including 1189 frames with closed eyes, 1479 images 

doing yawning and 1222 images with the open eyes as shown in Figure 5. After successful 

image pre-processing followed by data splitting into 75%:25% training and testing ratio and 

implementation of classification algorithms, It is a necessity to evaluate the performance of 

each machine/deep learning model on the validation image dataset using a few measures and 

compare them after the successful implementation of the technique. 

 

Precision, Recall and F1 Score is utilized to find the two best techniques amongst the KNN, 

SVM, XGboost and Random Forest. These two machine learning algorithms are compared in 

terms of training time and the best is selected for further comparison. Finally, Accuracy and 

training time is used for comparing CNN against the best machine learning technique. This is 

clearly discussed in section 7. 
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Figure 5: Data distribution in each class  

6.1 Accuracy 
 

Accuracy is the total number of correct prediction of all three classes (open eyes, closed eyes 

and open mouth) out of all the classification done by the drowsiness detection model. 

Accuracy, as per our business requirements, is mentioned below. 

 

       

6.1.1 Machine learning Models 

 

          Table 1: Accuracy of Baseline Model and Tuned Model 

Techniques Baseline Model Tuned Model 

SVM 71% 88.89% 

Random Forest 73.14% 89.67% 

XGBoost 87.10% 93.03% 

KNN 95.53% 97.12% 

 

As per table 1, the performance of all the classification techniques is impressive as a baseline 

model but SVM has the lowest accuracy amongst all other techniques and it followed a 

similar trend in tuned model when it jumps to 88.89% which is also lower when compared 

the other models. However, K-Nearest Neighbors dominates all the algorithms as it is able to 

correctly identify the classes both in the baseline and tuned model and shows an overall 

accuracy of 97% in improved version. 

6.1.2 Deep learning model (Convolutional Neural Network) 

 

Table 2: Validation accuracy of CNN after 50 epochs 
 

Techniques Validation Accuracy  Testing Accuracy 

CNN 98.59% 98.48% 
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CNN model is trained on the large training and validation data after the pre-processing step; 

it is clearly evident from table 2 that 98.6% validation and 98.5% of training accuracy is 

achieved by CNN. As, as both the accuracies are close to each other with training correctness 

is less than validation accuracy, the model is a good fit. 

         
                                     (a)                                                         (b) 

Figure: 6 (a). Learning curve to compare both the training and validation 

accuracy against number of epochs; (b). Loss curve representing both the 

training and testing loss compared against the number of epochs 

 

After closely looking at Figure 6(a) for the CNN model, It represents a good fit as both 

training and testing loss has reduced with increase in number of epochs with loss in training 

is slightly lower than testing loss, both the losses have a very small generalization gap. 

6.2 Precision 

Precision is parameter which describes the correct identification of a class by the model. Our 

goal is to minimise the number of open eyes instances when it is actually closed to decrease 

the risk of accidents. 

6.2.1 Comparison amongst machine learning models 

 

Table 3: Comparison of four machine learning techniques with two modelling levels 

 

 Baseline Model Tuned Model 

Technique Precision Recall Precision Recall 

SVM 75% 71% 91% 89% 

Random Forest 75% 73% 90% 90% 

XGBoost 87% 87% 93% 93% 

KNN 96% 96% 97% 97% 
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It is important to identify instances when the ATC is sleeping but the model is showing 

awake. As per table 3, it is shown to have highest precision for KNN model which is 97% 

and most amongst all the techniques used in the research followed by 93% obtained by 

XGBoost. 

6.3 Recall 

Recall is a performance measure which minimizes the instances of false negatives. In this 

study, it is important to minimize the instances of closed eyes instances when it is actually 

open and the number of yawning faces when the ATC is either singing or smiling. 

 

It is evident from the table 3, K-Nearest Neighbor outperformed other algorithms by getting a 

recall and precision of 97% and reducing the number of false closed eye and yawning 

instances. Also, XGBoost has shown potential in its performance due to decent precision and 

recall of 93%. 

6.4 F1 Score 

As both Precision and Recall are identical in nature, F1 Score is a better measure to seek a 

balance between the two which can be calculated as a cumulative score of Precision and 

Recall that ranges between 0 and 1. 

 

It is clearly evident from the Figure 7 that KNN technique has the best F1 score both in the 

base model and improved one among four machine learning models. 

 
Figure 7: F1 Score of machine learning algorithms 

6.5 Training Time 

 

Training time is the time required to train a model and is a vital parameter to consider besides 

the above four as it explains the executional and computational speed of an algorithm. In this 

study, it is performed on all the five modeling techniques on both the baseline and 

tuned/improved model to find the algorithm which requires the least and most time for 

training the model. 
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After looking at table 4, It seems that Random Forest and KNN is outperforming other 

techniques in terms of training time as both the algorithms are taking significantly less time 

in training than other machine learning models.  

 

Table 4: Training time of Machine learning techniques 

 

Machine learning Techniques Training time of Tuned Model (in sec.) 

SVM 3500 

Random Forest 130 

XGBoost 1664 

KNN 496 

 

6.6 Results & Discussion 
 

In this paper, a drowsiness detection model is designed to accurately identify different facial 

characteristics like closed eyes, yawning for sleepiness and open eyes for non-drowsy mode 

to detect sleepiness of an Air Traffic Controller which is going to avert many airplane 

accidents and near-misses. After doing literature review, many studies have been done to 

identify the sleepiness of driver, however this work is done on ATC sleepiness detection 

which is not done and the combination of the applied algorithms makes this as a novel work. 

In addition, Due to the variety of images, the system can work accurately on both the 

genders, different ethnicities, individuals wearing glasses and under different lightning 

conditions. 

 

To solve the business problem, several classification techniques are applied on the dataset 

which provided some amazing findings. All machine learning techniques are compared with 

one another by using performance measures such as precision, recall and F1 score to get the 

two best algorithms and it was found that KNN (precision – 97% and recall – 97%) and 

XGBoost gave 93% of precise results and recall of 93%. are the best techniques with  have 

shown decent improvement in terms of accuracy after the application hyper parameter tuning 

for searching the best parameters where KNN has shown 97.12% accurate results which is 

highest among all the four modelling techniques followed by 93% in XGBoost. In addition, 

SVM and Random Forest achieved the lowest accuracy of 89% and 90% respectively and 

these two will not be considered further. One model is designed in CNN which has shown an 

accuracy of 98.6% which is highest amongst all the five modelling techniques performed in 

the study. To further investigate the performance of machine learning algorithms, Precision 

and Recall is used as a performance measure which clearly indicates that KNN has the 

highest precision and recall percentage that can minimize the number of wrong classifications 

done by the system. Moreover, combined effect of both the above measures is shown in the 

form of F1 Score where SVM has achieved the least score of 89% and KNN represented the 

highest F1 value of 97%. Keeping the observations into consideration, it is noticed that 

Random Forest, SVM and XGBoost is not up to the mark in terms of their performance and 

hence, cannot be the best models for the study. Also, both Training time is vital component 

which also needs to be explored for both KNN and CNN. After calculating and deep analysis 

of obtained outputs, training time of Random Forest is found to be 130 seconds which is very 

less compared to any other machine learning technique used in the study.  

 

After analysing the results, it is clear that CNN is the best suited technique for solving the 

research question as it can solve the business problem with the highest accuracy, low training 
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time and very high level of confidence. However, in this study, only two facial features like 

eyes and mouth were considered and it did not take other behavioural characteristics into 

consideration which can further improve the performance. Also, this model is not a real time 

detector which is a significant point and all of these limitations can be achieved as a part of 

future scope discussed in the following section. 
 
 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this study, a multi-class image classification is done to check drowsiness of an Air Traffic 

Controller on the basis of many facial features like open eyes, closed eyes and yawning by 

using several modelling techniques like CNN, SVM, KNN and ensemble techniques like 

XGBoost and Random Forest. The images are pre-processed after extracting the frames of 

videos where translation, rotation, shearing and blurring is done to increase the size of dataset 

and avoid the over fitting problem. These pre-processed images are fed to the image 

classifiers which are divided into two models; the baseline model with some parameters and 

the second one is an improved model using hyper parameter tuning which uses the best fitted 

parameters. It is observed that both the models performed well, but the tuned/improved 

model seemed to have higher accuracy in classifying the facial attributes of sleepiness. In the 

improved models like KNN showed a jump of 1.6% and reached accuracy 97% and achieved 

highest precision, recall and F1 score than any machine learning models. In addition, Both 

SVM and Random forest showed the least accuracy close to 89% and lowest F1 score of 71% 

and 73% respectively. Training time is also assessed for all four machine learning models. 

Overall, CNN outperformed all the machine learning models as it has achieved better 

accuracy than all the other algorithms.  

 

As a future reference, this model can use other behavioural characteristics like head nodding 

and eye blinking frequency and can be integrated with an AI application showing the 

detection of drowsy state of an Air Traffic Controller in real time.. 
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